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Reviewer's report:

I am generally happy with the authors' revisions, but would still like the following changes. These reflect my previous comments, so for this iteration, may be considered minor revision not for publication:

1. Abstract: Methods - snowballing instead of snow bowling.

2. Results: First line. Instead of 'Pakistani community' say 'The community studied'
   4th line - delete 'fabricated'

3. Discussion: First line - instead of '...general Pakistani society...' say '...in this sample of pakistani women in a poor urban settlement, society...'

4. Conclusion - first line - same as 2 above.

5. Conclusions - second line, say 'Compliance to this 'Model' in many cases is ensured by....'

6. Conclusions - 2nd paragraph - 1st line - instead of '....Pakistani women....' say '....many Pakistani women in similar circumstances....'

I hope this is useful.